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Stunned by the impact, Leon paled and puked blood as he was forced to back away, before collapsing onto the ground.

Thankfully, the Mirror of Sovereign helped to fend off most of the Southern Boss's true energy; Hence, he did not suffer major

damage despite having taken the attack face-on.

Still, the pain in his chest was evident and he realized that his injuries worsened.

"Mister Wolf, you can’t defeat the Southern Boss! Take Yuri and run. If you don’t run now, it’ll all be too late,” Arthur was

devastated when he saw Leon injured once again.

He desperately wanted to help Leon and buy him time to escape, but was far too occupied with the Demon Lord to be of any

help. Hence, he could only urge Leon to run while fighting the Demon Lord.

If Leon refused to leave, both he and the Thompsons would all meet their demise today.

"Old Thompson, enough blabbering! You should worry about yourself!" The Demon Lord scoffed and his attacks rained down

upon Arthur.

Arthur's power could not rival the Demon Lord and fell short in both strength and speed.

Under the Demon Lord's attack, he was instantly at a disadvantage.

"Demon Lord, damn you! Take this! Stormy Punch!"

Arthur knew that he would surely lose if he continued to fight the Demon Lord, so he gambled on launching his most powerful

attack, Stormy Punch, delivering a striking blow in the attempt to shake the Demon Lord; if Arthur succeeded, he would be able

to take Leon and regroup with the Thompsons, before retreating.

At the moment, retreating was their best chance of surviving and it was far better than dying here.

"You want to compare martial techniques? Know your place! I'll show you what I'm truly capable of! Take this! Dragon Breath!"

The Demon Lord scoffed in contempt. He then extended both his arms, his true energy oozing from his palms, and darted toward

Arthur with tremendous force.

"Is that a Basic Power method? How powerful!"

Everyone was stunned by the sheer force of the attack. They all knew that only martial artists in the Almighty State or above

could use martial techniques and the higher the level, the more influential the martial technique was.

Currently, the most powerful martial technique known in the southern region was only in the Ultimate Progressive class, yet the

Demon Lord managed to execute a Basic Power method.

Though it was merely one class higher than Arthur's Stormy Punch, the difference in power was unimaginable and the Demon

Lord's Dragon Breath was practically unstoppable.
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